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Abstract

This article identifies that in social and religious discourse in Malaysia the use of Hadith texts (tradition meaning a report of the teachings, deeds and sayings of Mohamad p.b.u.h) serves social and political as well as religious practical teaching. It also identifies that the development of the Hadith in Malaysia and its significance for Malay Muslims was signified by several issues raised by Malay religious scholars. This includes the consciousness and critique of Malay Muslims on the misconduct in their lives, as well as the national awakening particularly since the introduction into Malaysia of the twentieth century ‘reformist’ movement, serious polemics have arisen among Malay scholars between Youth Group (Kaum Muda) and Old Group (Kaum Tua).
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1. Introduction

Among the purposes of the translation and commentary of Arabic texts are the definitions of an ideal Islamic society and to preserve the Hadith of the Prophet to the Malay community (A.H. Johns 1998). Such discourse is an example of an increasingly common genre of Malay Islamic literature that emphasizes the ‘unity’ and ‘brotherhood’ of the Muslim community. Part of the central focus is therefore to clarify several issues, since they now underpin the harsh polemics of modern Malay Islamic discourse.

In this article, I will concern primarily with the ways Hadith translation of Husayn (Jawahir al-Bukhari) is used to instruct the Malays in their social and religious discourse. The investigation is, therefore, guided by the following research questions: Which key Hadith texts form the basis of present social and religious teaching? In what precise ways do Malays ‘depart’ from the Hadith in their religious and social conduct? What can be done to address these issues?

Guided by these questions, the present article focuses on specific Hadith text, Jawahir al-Bukhari of Husayn. This text is selected for two reasons: firstly, this provides invaluable data for analysis; secondly, it was openly acknowledged by the Malay community until recently as highly esteemed sources of revelation from the Prophet. The research is therefore undertaken on a three-fold premise, as follows: this text should be restored to his former status as clear and authoritative guides for human conduct in areas ranging from manners to jihad (striving in the path of Allah), Husayn translation provides the clearest examples of the use of exegesis as a tool for religious and social teaching. His written methodology is held to have influenced the great Hadith scholar – al-Bukhari and should therefore be esteemed accordingly.
2. Methodological Perspectives

The diversity of the problems raised in this study calls for the employment of different research methodological devices for their solution. Research methodology is a framework that guides the researcher in conducting the research appropriately. Basically, it is required to analyze a set of data before any evaluation, justification or examination can be made on the related issues.

Therefore, in the interests of validity and reliability, the study provides multiple sources of evidence. These include tape-recorded in-depth interviews with researchers (in particular with an expert educationalist in twentieth century social, political and religious affairs in Malaysia) and academicians who are biographers of the two great scholars identified. Groups of Malaysian people were selected as respondents in this study who are academicians and scholars, and who are profoundly involved in Malay manuscripts (for instance Wan Saghir Wan Abullah), biographers, and also specific peoples who are closely related to and/or heirs of this scholar. Interviews involve a set of assumptions and understandings about the situation which are not normally associated with a casual conversation.

The present study believes that interviews can be a very effective method in this research. It is because an interview is a conversation with a purpose. Thus, this method is a useful technique, as Robson (1999:229) suggests that “interview procedure can be an obvious short cut in seeking answers to research question. He noted further that non-verbal sign may give messages which help in understanding the verbal response”.

Regarding the interview conference, this research applied in-person or face to face interviews (Creswell 1951:151). This is because “face to face interviews offer the possibility of modifying one’s line of inquiry, following up interesting responses and investigating underlying motives in a way that postal and other self administered questionnaires cannot”(Robson 1999:229-231). This study applied a semi-structured interview (Denscombe), “where the interviewer has planned out a set of questions in advance, but freed herself to modify their order based upon her perception of what seems most appropriate in the context of the conversation”.

As for the purpose of the meeting, the researcher then prepared a great task which required advance preparation and planning. The interviews required careful preparation, such as an arrangement to visit, securing necessary permissions, confirming arrangements, and rescheduling appointments (in terms of covering any absences). Audio tape-recording also has been used during the interview session. It offers a permanent record and security, that is, fully completed evidence in terms of the speech data (Descombe 1998:122). Under certain circumstances, especially when interviewees declined to be tape-recorded, the researcher utilized the written field note technique.

In some fields however, it appeared increasingly difficult to obtain highly successful co-operation from potential interviewees. Therefore, due to these reasons and unexpected obstacles, the researcher also considered an interview via e-mail and phone calls. Thus, this method is used for the analysis of Hadith texts in the Malay world and for the reconstruction of Husayn’s biography and his intellectual activities.

In order to accomplish all the information and data gathering for the present article, library research method was also adopted. The library is the source of a wide range of related written documents such as books, journal, magazines, and newspapers, gathered via website and internet research. I extracted the data from written materials such as manuscripts, articles, books, journals, and newspapers from all of the related institutions. In accordance with the objectives of the article several Hadith books which were believed to be evidence of the contribution of prominent Malay scholars in this period has been selected. The Hadith books that were purposely chosen for this matter is Jawahir al-Bukhari of Husayn.

My approach to the text builds also on the employments of the interpretation approach used in the understanding of text. I will be concerned not so much with the philological questions arising in recasting Arabic into Malay, as with the social and religious contexts in which translation is located, the internal logic of the Malaysian text and the ways it is understood by contemporary readers of diverse theological orientations. It is believed that understanding the internal logic of the text requires exploring its claims on the larger semantic fields in which it is located. These include the Sunni Muslim discourse concerning society, ethics, and ritual, the religious practice, social and political thought (Woodward 1993). It also concerned that the Hadith translations speak the past by describing the words and deeds of the Prophet Muhammad. They speak the present by placing Hadith in the context of Malay social and religious discourse. They speak the future by defining a vision of an ideal Islamic society rooted in the prophetic ideal. In Malay texts, what is not said, or what is said only by implication, is often at least as important as what is said directly. There are linguistic and political reasons for the prevalence of indirect speech in public discourse. Direct speech is considered to be rude and insulting. It can also be dangerous. In a political context, where direct criticism of authority is limited, Muslim preachers and authors often invoke the prophetic ideal to critique current social political conditions. This article therefore, is based on historical methods. It is important to note that research methods used to examine the original writings of Husayn are largely
"qualitative", and consist of approaches such as ‘hermeneutics and the ‘inferential’ technique of content analysis.

3. Objectives of the Article

In the light of Husayn strong influence upon such esteemed Hadith scholars as al-Bukhari and al-Qastalani, it is argued that the writings of Husayn represent a vital resource for the purposes of educating the Malay people on the subject of the Hadith. The article’s conclusions are therefore two-fold: firstly, the writing of Husayn is crucial to the purity of fundamental Islamic principles, and therefore have a vital role to play as transmitters of authoritative Hadith teachings to the Malay community. Secondly, if social and religious discourse is based on the purity of this translation, then all such discourse will be legitimized as deriving directly from the sayings of the Prophet.

All in all, the main objective of this article is to present a role of Jawahir al-Bukhari, based on all available text of the work and provided with an explanation the methods of writing has been applied in order to facilitate a better understanding of the Hadith to Malay readers. The achievement of the objective thus formulated also demands a determination of the date and sources of the work, the purpose of its composition and its significance within the domain of the lives of Malay Muslims. Thus, the aim of this article is to determine the significance of Hadith text for Malay Muslims as tools for religious and social teaching.

4. The Scope of Study

This article is concerned primarily with the use of specific Hadith text (Jawahir al-Bukhari) as a tool for religious and social teaching in Malaysia. It is an attempt to provide a part work on the subject, particularly the role of this text in terms of his transmission of fundamental Islamic principles to Malay Muslims. The present article relates only to specific aspects of religious and ethical teaching, such as the obligation of prayer to Muslims and the importance of congregational prayer as basic elements in the lives of Malay Muslims. Thus, the obligation of fasting during Ramadhan, for instance, will not be part of the focus of the study.

In this article I also concerned to present Jawahir al-Bukhari teachings that guide believers in right conduct in their social interactions, beginning with that on ‘proper manners’, the importance of Malay unity, a critique of Malay Muslim beliefs and practices which are clearly prohibited by the Prophet’s words and example. Importantly, it is worth to note here that this text urge the pursuit of knowledge only in the name of Allah (S.W.T) and at the same time using exegesis as a tool for a critical interpretation of the Holy Qur’an and the Hadith without prior learning, as in the example of the Kaum Muda (Roff 196:60) movement. However, since the present article has no further attempt to rephrase history and not a comprehensive study, therefore there is no further intent in the present discussion to give detailed descriptions on such topics.

5. The Date of the Jawahir Al-Bukhari

Unfortunately, concerning Jawahir al-Bukhari’s work, Husayn does not provide the exact date when he finished writing. According to Saghir, the earliest dated manuscript known to have survived was published by the Maktabah al-Zayniyah Press, Taiping, Perak in 1931. On the front page of the text (1st volume), it informs us that it was published in 1931, by consent of the Sultan of Perak. This earliest publishing of the text thus indicates that the work must have been written in or earlier than 1930.

There is a strong possibility, however, that the Jawahir al-Bukhari was written between 1925 and 1930. This is based on invaluable information given in the collections of Mustafa ʿImarah (the work on al-Qastalani’s commentary) as Husayn stated in his text: “the commentary of al-Qastalani was commented on by Mustafa as well”. The collections of Mustafa were examined by the scholars of University al-Azhar in 1922, and it therefore seems highly plausible that Husayn’s text may have been written sometime between 1925 and 1930, after the collections of Mustafa, to offer the Malay community an interpretation of Hadith teaching and thus save them from false imitations of these truths, although it is very interesting to note here that nowhere in his work does he mention the date.

6. The Significance of Jawahir Al-Bukhari for Malay Readers

Having noticed the great need of those Muslims in Malaysia (Ahmad 1977) to learn the correct authentic Hadith of the Prophet, and also to acknowledge Sahih Hadith (of al-Bukhari) as the most authentic of the Prophet’s Hadith, therefore Husayn undertook the project of translating (al-Qastalani) the meanings of the Hadith and its contents into the Malay
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language to serve the Muslim community, as illustrated in his introduction. Thus, the scholar asserts that: "I have translated this book because of the encouragement I have received from the scholars and my friends to translate the *Jawahir al-Bukhari wa ba'i du sharh of al-Qastalani*" (Husayn 1931:2).

Husayn tells his readers the rationale for writing the work, relating that some of his friends requested him to compose this text. His readers are not specifically informed who his friends are, the reason for their request or what sort of questions or problems led to the request. Nevertheless, he informs these friends that he wrote the work in order to enlighten them in their understanding of the Hadith literature of Bukhari, because being Malay; they did not comprehend these texts in Arabic (Husayn: 1-3).

Husayn then proceeds to enlighten his readers about the importance for the Malay community of learning Hadith. According to him:

The study of the Hadith, which is received from the best of mankind, is the noblest thing which has been singled out for special attention, and the most appropriate thing in which precious days should be spent. No rational man would doubt that the axis of these sciences is the Book of Allah (which is) followed and the Sunna of His select Prophet. The remaining sciences are either tools to understand them, and they are the lost things which are sought, or they are unrelated to them, and they are the harm to be overcome.

Thus, the author sees it as his task to throw light upon the relevance of the Hadith to the religious and social life of Muslims in Malaysia. Husayn reminds his readers that the sayings and actions of the Prophet not only complement the Qur'an, but, being the authentic record of the Prophet's life, they also lead followers to the source of revelation and provide them with access to the inner, spiritual dimension of the Hadith teachings.

Husayn mentions that every religion seeks to build ideal patterns of society, prescribing certain ethical rules and devotional observances for achieving that end. Life in harmony with the spirit of such rules and laws can be realized only by forming and moulding the life of the followers of that religion after the perfect model of that system. Thus, in the case of Islam, this model is obviously the life of the Prophet because his Hadith provide us with the means of realizing the inner reality, the gist and spirit of the Islamic system of beliefs and observances.

It may not be clear at whom Husayn actually primarily aimed his work. Was it to a particular group he calls *kekashiku* (my beloved friends), or to the public in general whom he addressed as *encik-encik or tuan-tuan* (ladies and gentlemen) who were unable to understand Arabic. However, having examined his work, we may state firmly that the author did not have any particular group directly in mind while writing this work. It appears from the evidence discussed that the text was written as a guide to the Hadith text for the public (which means for all people and Malay Muslims) on matters concerning Islamic teaching. In addition, Saghir and Hafiz assert that because of the movement which seeks to renew and strengthen the role of Islam in the faith and deeds of the Malay Muslims, calls for greater knowledge of the Hadith continue to be stressed by the scholars in this century (Saghir 2005).

Furthermore, we will see many cases where texts of the Hadith were prepared with this effort in mind as Federspiel (1970:4) writes:

The 'revivalist and propagation movement' aside, many lay Muslims undertake their own informal studies of religion as a pious activity. They seek privately - alone, in family sessions or through meetings among friends - to learn more about their own religion and its various aspects to improve their own understanding of the beliefs and practices of Islam and thereby allow them to improve their own behaviour. Studying and reading Traditions (Hadith) has been an important part of such religious intensification'.

Federspiel (1970) and (A.H. Johns 1984) concluded that "literature concerning the Hadith (whether it is explanatory or inspirational in nature) plays its role here, both for the scholars and for those who are the object of this renewal".

Thus, whether he wrote the commentary to comply with his friends' or the people's request, what is clear is that Husayn took the responsibility very seriously to disseminate the Hadith to Malay readers.

Thus, we understand that the work was composed by Husayn in this century to impart to non Arabic speakers a true understanding of the Hadith teachings in their language and more importantly as a teaching for the Malay society (Azra 2006; A.H. Johns 1984) (K.S. Nathan and Mohammad Hashim Kamali).

It can be seen, then, from the content of the text that the clarity with Husayn has dealt with all areas of human conduct makes his teachings a vital tool for religious and social discourse in contemporary Malaysia (Wan Sabri et al 2004). According to Fauzi (1999) and Ngah (1983), this is particularly the case since among the purposes of the translations and commentaries of Arabic texts was the definition of an ideal Islamic society and, importantly, indications of the ways in which Malays fall short of this ideal. In line with this argument, Bernard Lewis (1988), for example, has stated that the contemporary translations are examples of what he terms an 'authoritarian and quietist' mode of Malay Muslim practical thought. Therefore, it is stated by Faisal (2008) that in the context of Malaysian political culture these authors...
adopt this method to seek to restructure the Malay Muslim society into the ideal Islamic society based on the Hadith of the Prophet.

Hence, in the Jawahir al-Bukhari’s text, the ‘introduction’ is replaced by a brief statement explaining the significance of these texts for Malay readers. Husayn, for example, first stated his great respect for al-Bukhari’s work; portraying him as a great Hadith scholar who was blessed by Allah (S.W.T) with skill in Hadith scholarship. Husayn (1931:6) also mentioned his admiration for al-Bukhari because of his greatness in Hadith studies. It is stated that by an early age, al-Bukhari had memorised thousands of Hadith by heart with their complete chain of narrators (Abu Zahw 1958; Knoun 1969; Sheref 1982) going from him to his teacher, and his teacher’s teacher (Azami 1977; Fadel 1995), all the way to Muhammad, and by his sixteenth year, he became a ‘Master of Hadith’ (Azizullah 1973; al-Khatib 1971).

Woodward (1993) believes that “the appearance of extraordinary abilities at an early age is a common theme in Malay biographical myth and is often attributed to divine intervention”, politicians, leaders, and religious scholars for example are often said to have shown signs of greatness and divine inspiration as children. In addition, Woodward has pointed out that “the ability to memorize the Qur’an and Hadith without years of effort is thus held to be a gift from Allah and a sign of sainthood”. Therefore, for Malay readers, these personal qualities establish the sacred character of al-Bukhari’s work and link them with local concepts of sainthood.

Woodward believes that the Malay text therefore “combines these approaches by establishing analogies between events in the early history of Islam and contemporary life and emphasizing the meanings of the text”. Similarly, here Husayn states that the types and qualities of blessing available to the early Muslim community can still be obtained. It is clear that Husayn decided to present the prominent Hadith scholars al-Bukhari, to the readers of his translation through the preservation of al-Bukhari’s Hadith. The Malay Muslim community and students of Hadith in Malaysia are able to continue to gain knowledge of their Hadith of al-Bukhari without doubt. That the book would be studied with and by actual or prospective scholars seem taken for granted; that the prominent scholar is once again part of this study circle is what bears emphasis here. Even more important, thanks to this new form of making the prominent scholar once again present, they can, in principle, be part of as many simultaneous study circles as there are printed texts enshrining their words.

7. The Teaching of the Importance of Prayers (Salat)

As religious scholars of the Malay community, Husayn took a firm position on urging Malay Muslims not to miss any of the daily ritual prayers. They were adamant about following the Sunnah as strictly as possible, and therefore not being negligent about prayers.

8. The Pillars Of The Religion

To begin a discussion of the significance of prayers to Muslims, Husayn for example points to a Prophetic Hadith that refers to Allah (S.W.T) terming prayers the ‘pillars of the religion’. In this, he was concerned that the behavior of Malay Muslims should reflect complete adherence to the example of the Prophet and the companions of the Prophet as he writes: ‘Allah (S.W.T) has prescribed the obligatory prayers and the Prophet’s Hadith declares that the prayers are the pillars of our religion’. Husayn’s interpretation of prayer as the pillars of religion is the clear significance of the Hadith which he states:

The Prophet declares that Islam is based on (the following) five (principles):

1. To testify that none has the right to be worshipped but Allah, and that Muhammad is Allah’s Prophet.
2. To offer (compulsory congregational) prayers dutifully and perfectly.
3. To pay zakat (alms)
4. To perform Hajj
5. To observe fast during the month of Ramadhan.

The above Hadith which was translated by Husayn reminds Malay Muslims of the need for devotional prayer because it is the pillar of Islam that the Prophet affirms after declaring the testimony of faith, by which one becomes a Muslim. In addition, Husayn asserts that to offer worship to Allah (S.W.T) was made obligatory upon all the prophets and for all Muslims (for example when Allah [S.W.T] spoke directly to Moses):

And I have chosen you, so listen to that which is inspired for you. Verily, I am Allah! There is none worthy of worship but I, so worship Me and offer prayer perfectly for My remembrance (Al-Qur’an 20: 13-14)
For Husayn prayers are therefore an important dimension for a spiritual believer who wishes ‘to see’ and experience God’s ‘presence’. It is for this reason that the Jawahir al-Bukhari of Husayn (for example in ‘the topic of prayer’) contains comprehensive information on a wide variety of topics relating to prayer, including: the method by which Muslims clean themselves prior to the prayer; the different types of prayer; the actions that invalidate prayer; the necessary parts to prayer, and more.

9. The Dividing Line between Muslims and Non-Muslims

As a wise, scholarly instructor, Husayn stresses the belief that prayer is the most important pillar of Islam, which is clearly demonstrated as the dividing line between belief and disbelief, which is for this reason discussed in detail as he states:

Buraydah narrated that the Prophet declares: the covenant that is between us and them (unbelievers) is on the basis of prayer, so he who abandons it (in fact shows) infidelity (to Allah).(al-Bukhari, Sahih:1999)

The translation then illustrates that prayer is compulsory for every Muslim who has reached puberty and is of sound mind.

For Husayn, prayer is considered the principal mode of worship: so important that to miss one intentionally is a sin in Islam. Therefore he writes that the Prophet for this reason constantly reminded believers of its importance:

‘Abd Allah ibn Mas’ud narrated: “I asked the Prophet: ‘Which of these actions is the best?’ He replied ‘prayer at its stated time’. I said: ‘What comes next?’ He replied: ‘Kindness to parents’.(al-Bukhari, Sahih:1999)

In this way, Husayn also teaches that prayer is not only a form of worship in Islam, but also a reminder that, by it, followers will be strengthened to abstain from ‘bad deeds’ (as they are more aware of their actions) and be protected from evil.

Hence, with the help of the translation of Husayn, Malay Muslims can see that prayer is the best way to develop a sound personality and to ensure that every believer’s aspirations are set on a mature path to development, as the Prophet declares:

When anyone of you observes ruku ( bowing down) and he recites thrice in his ruku: ‘Glory be to my Lord, the Great’, he completes the ruku; and that is the least of it. And when he sujud (prostrates) and says in his prostration three times: ‘Glory be to my Lord, the Highest’, his prostration becomes complete: and that is the least of it.(al-Bukhari, Sahih:1999)

From this perspective, it is a lesson in discipline and determination, and a way to practice devotion to Allah (S.W.T). It is thus evident from the diversity of prayer topics discussed by al-Marwawi that his aim was to give advice and guidance to Malay Muslims following the path of Islam, and also to provide general guidelines on matters concerning prayer.

10. The Teaching of Adab in Muslim Life

Husayn concurs in placing great stress on proper manners (adab) in Muslim life; his main concern here is that a true Muslim should maintain both an internal spiritual and external worldly discipline. Thus, as “the two worlds are closely related, it is important (for Muslims) to perfect their spirituality, and for their physical customs to reflect their inner spirituality” (Qamar ul-Huda 1991). For this reason, therefore, the concept of ‘adab’ is emphasized by Husayn in a symbolic sense, since these are inner concepts which should govern social structure and human interactions within it.

Husayn’s emphasis upon adab (F.Gabrieli) stems from the conviction that it is necessary “to submit oneself wholly to the Sharī’a, which is the manifestation of divine order”. His purpose is thus to show Malay Muslim readers how to create through right behavior a perfect harmonious society, using an intensely structured model. Adab is therefore a significant element in the text, because it demonstrates how all the minute details of individual conduct can be improved to reflect the wisdom of the Prophet Sunnah.

According to Husayn, the believer needs to be prepared to fulfill this profound responsibility by controlling thoughts and actions at every moment, in every place. On this subject, he wrote:

The Prophet declares that: Allah (S.W.T) had taught me good manners, and then He taught me wisdom in morality, to follow a virtuous path and give wise and virtuous advice. (al-Bukhari, Sahih:1999)

Based on this reason, Husayn places prominent stress on adab. The Prophet’s words confirm that spirituality and inner wisdom manifests themselves in good manners; the result is social harmony, arising out of spiritual principles.

Husayn therefore explains that the spiritual principle of good character in one’s dealings with others is above all to avoid harming, annoying or inconveniencing them, as declared by the Prophet:

The [true] Muslim is one from whose tongue and hand other Muslims are safe.(al-Bukhari, Sahih:1999).
As a Muslim, we need to be guided by the words and example of the Prophet himself, as one with whom Allah Himself (S.W.T) was well pleased (as being, "of tremendous character") and whose example was praised as "the most beautiful of examples" (Iqbal 1980:5) in the Qur’an. As Iqbal states, "we see that the basis of adab is to promote the social good, and spread love and mercy between humanity".

This text, hence, clearly emphasized that remembering and applying (both spiritually and socially) the Prophet’s Hadith on ‘adab’ is a crucial component in terms of strengthening the true meaning of the Prophet’s words for the minds, souls and actions of Muslims. At the same time, by using the Hadith in this way recreates the very same practices and movements which the Prophet performed in this world, and in a spiritual sense brings the believer closer to him.

Husayn, on the other hand, refrains from comment here, but it can be inferred that practicing the Sunna of the Prophet is not merely imitation. Remembering all Hadith regarding ‘adab’ by heart would strengthen the piety of the Malay Muslim - that is, by performing the same physical movements and following the spirituality of the Prophet words and examples during his life.

Husayn then reminds the Malay Muslim that the Prophet’s purpose in these ‘adab’ Hadith is not only to strengthen the piety and spirituality of the individual but beyond that there should be perfect bonding in unity to each and every Muslim community, as he cited:

“The Prophet claims: None of you would be a believer till I am dearer to him than his father, his children and (in fact) the whole of mankind. (al-Bukhari, Sahih:1999)..”

The Prophet, to Husayn, was ‘trained’ as the final messenger by Allah (S.W.T) and his words and examples as ‘final messenger’ are therefore handed down for all Muslim believers to follow (through the Qur’an and Hadith).

As evidence throughout the discussion above, the writer (as evidenced throughout Jawahir al-Bukhari) clearly uphold the conviction that it is obligatory for every Malay Muslim to take the ‘adab’ Hadith into his or her heart in order to get closer to Allah (S.W.T) and His Prophet.

11. Adab as Tools Message for Muslim Unity in the Nation

It is based on this strong foundation that Husayn creates for Malay Muslims the ideal of a perfect Muslim society in which adab operates within it throughout its spiritual symbolic sense, as well as socially, embracing kinship, authority, and obligations towards neighbours, the poor and orphans. From this perspective, Husayn uses the concept of kinship in a symbolic sense to show to the Malay Muslim how social structure and human relations is the fundamental layer in the type of community which the Prophet desires the believers of Allah to create.

According to Husayn, adab is an essential part within the society, hence, Malay Muslims should maintain good relations with their relatives, and should not unjustly favour them over others. Moreover, a Muslim is required to be a good person to his or her neighbours regardless of their religion or belief (be it Buddhism, Hinduism, et cetera). Indeed, Malay Muslims ought to keep this in their hearts, as Husayn states:

“The Jibril kept recommending treating neighbours with kindness until I (the Prophet) thought he would assign a share of inheritance” (al-Bukhari, Sahih:1999)..

This teaching (from the Hadith and discussion of it throughout Jawahir al-Bukhari) highlights the profound importance in Islam of how we should behave towards our neighbours, and of the significance of our actions and words. The essential point here is that if we follow the Prophet way, then this relationship is a force for good, a purveyor of peace and justice for everyone, providing stability in a warring world without peace and harmony.

Husayn, thus, clearly teaches us that precise ‘adab’ had to be followed at all times in order to follow and internalise the spirituality of the Prophet. In this way, through adherence to the Prophet’s Hadith, Husayn attempted to move his Malay Muslim readers from remembering the Prophet as a historical figure and to embodying his spirituality and his legacy in a living sense. For this reason also, he emphasised that the Prophet used to make ‘allegiance’ with whoever came to him that the convert would submit to Islam in faithfulness and spread good faith and counsel to other Muslims.

To summarize, then, Husayn, as religious scholar, urge spiritual development through good moral conduct in all areas of human activity. His text (as a significant part of this development) suggests that each individual should know his own ability and weaknesses, and behave responsibly to correct and nurture his or her spirituality. Such self-discipline and effort are crucially important to prevent evil deeds and negative acts, towards themselves as well as towards other people.

He emphasize that the acquisition of such high quality of moral conduct is essential to spiritualize the Malay
Muslim way of thinking. It was through this more ‘spiritual’ way of thinking that disputes and conflicts could be resolved by referring to the Prophet’s words and deeds. This spiritual development, in line with the Prophet’s example, will in turn enrich their communities and therefore develop their society.

12. The Critique of Malay Muslim Practice

As spiritual scholar and teacher, Husayn was greatly concerned by the numerous superstitions (bid’ah) among the Malays. The numerous superstitions continued to persist even with the coming of Islam, often becoming mixed with (and distorting) the great principles in Islam (Ishak 1993). These superstitions, as El Edrus observes, spanned a long cultural and religious history where ancient beliefs such as animism, dynamism, Hinduism, Buddhism et cetera, all featured in together (El-Edrus 1995).

Husayn, thus, begins his response regarding this matter by instructing Malay believers in the first five fundamental basic principles of Islam as contained in the Hadith. His special attention is to show how the words of the Prophet demonstrate the reality of their meaning. This great scholar particularly stresses the importance of testifying to the great truth that there is no God but Allah (S.W.T.) and why we therefore worship Him as devout Muslims. To illustrate clearly, he gives an example of Hadith narrated by Ibn ‘Umar, where the Prophet declares that:

_Islam is based on the following five principles: to testify that none has the right to be worshipped but Allah (S.W.T), and that Muhammad is Allah (S.W.T)’s Messenger; to offer up congregational prayers as commanded dutifully and perfectly; to pay zakat (obligatory charity); to perform Hajj (pilgrimage to Mecca) and to observe the commandment to fast during the month of Ramadhan._ (al-Bukhari, Sahih:1999)

These fundamental principles are thus combined to teach that there is no God but Allah (S.W.T.) and that as followers of Islam they should give their faith to, worship and pray to Him only, and via no other belief or superstition. It is forbidden (and heretical) that they should seek the help in prayer of ancient spirits, for example, when it is the Most High who is our Creator (S.W.T) and who has given His Word to his Prophet that he might teach through his example.

13. Conclusion

The text of Husayn illustrates what is a perfect Muslim society, in which he analyse ‘adab’ which includes kinship, authority, and obligations towards neighbours, the poor and orphans. From this perspective, Husayn uses the concept of relationship in a symbolic sense to discuss social structure and human relations in the life of the Malay Muslim.

Therefore, the translation of Jawahir al-Bukhari take into accounts the significant of unity, neighbours, brotherhood and seeking knowledge; since they paint a picture of an ideal Muslim society. The text describe that in order to be an ideal society, therefore, Malay Muslims have to avoid among themselves disputed topics which do not bring any good to the community.

Moreover, the scholars of Islam must not interpret any verses of the Qur’an or Hadith according to their own opinions and preferences. They must follow the consensus of Islamic scholars upon any issue, and they should not spread hate amongst Muslims, particularly those who disagree with them. In this, both groups should follow the interpretation of the Qur’an and Hadith from an authentic scholar of Islam.
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